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Abstract
Delegation of powers is a common practice in the
real world. To realized the delegation of powers electronically,Mambo,Usuda and Okamoto proposed the
first proxy signature scheme in 1996. Since then a
number of new schemes and their improvements have
been proposed. In 2008, Verma proposed a proxy signature scheme over braid groups. This paper analyzes Verma’s scheme and found that this scheme suffers with the serious security flaws. In this scheme,the
proxy signer is able to misuse his delegated signing
capabilities and the original signer can not restrict the
proxy signer for misuse her delegation power. As a result, the proposed scheme does not satisfy some essential security requirements. Verma’s proposed scheme
is also not secure against the original signer and proxy
singer changing attacks. Thus, the proposed scheme
is not only insecure against the attacks by original
signer and proxy signer but also has pitfalls against
the forgery attacks mounted by any antagonist.

1. Introduction
In 1996, Mambo Usuda and Okamoto [19] introduced the concept of proxy signature scheme. The
proxy signature scheme allowed an entity called original signer to delegate its signing capabilities to another entity called proxy signer and the proxy signer
signs message on behalf of the original signer. Once
the signature verifier receives the proxy signature, it
can check the validity of the signature and identify the
proxy signer, and also the originals agreement on the
signed message. Based on delegation type, Mambo
et al. [19] classified proxy signatures as full delega-

tion, partial delegation and delegation by warrant. In
the full delegation, the original signer gives his secret
key to the proxy signer. In the partial delegation, the
original signer generates a proxy signature key by using his secret key and gives it to the proxy signer who
uses the proxy key to sign the message on behalf of
original signer. In the delegation by warrant, the proxy
signer first obtains the warrant, which is a certificate
composed of a message part and a public signature key
from the original signer, and then uses the corresponding secret key to sign. The resulting signature consists of the created signature and the warrant. A number of schemes [1, 2, 17, 18, 19] and their improvements [3, 11, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] have been proposed since the introduction of the concept of proxy
signatures. However, most of them do not meet the
below listed security requirements. A Proxy signature
scheme should satisfy the following basic security requirements

1.1

Security Requirements

The security requirements for a secure proxy signature schemes are specified in [2]. which are explained
below.
• SR1 . V ERIFIABILITY: From the proxy signature, any verifier can be convinced of the original
signer’s agreement on the signed message.
• SR2 .S TRONG UNFORGEABILITY:P ROXY P RO TECTION : A valid proxy signature can only be
generated by proxy signer. This means that valid
proxy signature cannot be created by the original
signer or any third party who is not designated as
proxy signer. In other words, we can say that only

u, aua−1 , bub−1 ∈ Bn for a and b in two commuting subgroups of Bn respectively. In 2008, Verma introduced a proxy signature scheme over braid groups
[10].This paper analyzes Verma’s scheme and found
that this scheme suffers with the security flaws. This
paper is organized as follows Section 2 provides a
brief idea of braid group and explain the difficulty of
the computational version. In section 3, we review
Verma’s proxy signature scheme over braid group. The
securities flaws of Verma’s scheme are discussed in
section 4. Finally, we conclude the work in section
5.

the delegated proxy signer can generate valid partial proxy signature. Even the original signer cannot masquerade as a proxy signer.
• SR3 .S TRONG IDENTIFIABILITY: Anyone can
determine the identity of the corresponding proxy
signer form a proxy signature.
• SR4 .S TRONG UNDENIABILITY (N ONREPUDIA TION ): Any valid proxy signature must be generated by proxy signer. Therefore, proxy signer can
not deny that he/she has signed the message. In
addition, the original signer cannot deny having
delegated the power of signing messages to the
proxy signer.

2

Braid Group and Conjugacy problem

In this section, we give the basic definitions of
braid groups and discuss some hard problems on those
groups. For more information on braid groups, word
problem and conjugacy problem,refer to the papers
[4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. A braid is obtained by laying down a number of parallel strands
and intertwining them so that they run in the same direction. For each integer n ≥ 2, the n-braid group
Bn is the group generated by σ1 σ2 , ......, σn−1 with
the relations σi σj = σj σi where |i − j| ≥2 and
σi σi+1 σi = σi+1 σi σi+1 otherwise. The number n is
called the braid index and each element of Bn is called
n - braid. Two braids x and y are said to be conjugate if there exist a braid a such that y = axa−1 . For
m < n,Bm can be considered as a subgroup of Bn
generated by σ1 σ2 , ......, σm−1 .
In Braid Cryptography, let G be a non-abelian group
and u, a, b, c ∈ G. In order to perform the Diffie- Hellman key agreement on G, we need to choose a, b in G
satisfying ab = ba in the DHCP. Hence we introduce
two commuting subgroups G1 , G2 ⊂ G satisfying ab
= ba for any a ∈ G1 and b2 ∈ G2 . More precisely,
the the braid cryptography are based on the following
decision problems.

• SR5 .D ISTINGUISHABILITY: The verifier can
distinguish the original and proxy signature efficiently.
• SR6 .S ECRET KEY DEPENDENCIES: Proxy signature key or the delegation information can be
computed only with the help of original signer’s
secret key.
• SR6 .T IME C ONSTRAINT: The proxy signing key
can be used only during the delegated period.
Once the proxy key expire, the proxy signature
generated by using this key become invalid.
• SR7 .P REVENTION OF MISUSE : The proxy
signer is restricted to transfer the proxy key to
someone else. The proxy signer also can not use
proxy key for purposes other than generating a
valid proxy signature. In case of misuse, the responsibility of the proxy signer should be determined from the warrant.
In 2000, Ko et. al. proposed a key agreement
protocol and a public key encryption scheme based
upon braid groups [16]. The schemes based upon
braid groups [6, 7, 8, 9] are analogous to the DiffieHellman key agreement scheme and the ElGamal encryption scheme on abelian groups. Their basic mathematical problem is the Conjugacy Problem (CP) on
braids: For a braid group Bn , we are asked to find a
braid a from u, b ∈ Bn satisfying b = aua−1 ∈ Bn .
The security is based on the Diffie-Hellman Conjugacy
Problem (DHCP) to find baua−1 b−1 ∈ Bn for given

• Input:
A non-abelian group G, two commuting subgroups G1 , G2 ⊂ G
• Conjugacy Problem :
Given (u, aua−1 ) with u, a ∈ G, compute a.
(Note that if we denote aua−1 by ua , it looks like
the DLP.)
2

• Diffie-Hellman Conjugacy Problem
:
Given(u, aua−1 , bub−1 ) with u ∈ G, a ∈ G1 and
b ∈ G2 , compute baua−1 b−1 .

3.2

Proxy Key Generation

Bob gets the proxy key pair as follows.
• The original signer Alice selects a braid αo ∈R
Bn .

• Decisional Diffie-Hellman Conjugacy
Problem:
Given(u, aua−1 , bub−1 , cuc−1 )
with
u, c ∈ G, a ∈ G1 and b ∈ G2 , decide
whether c = ba.
In braids, we can easily take two commuting subgroups G1 and G2 of Bn (For simplicity, we only consider a braid group with an even braid index. But it
is easy to extend this to an odd braid index.). For example, G1 = LBn (resp. G2 = RBn ) is the subgroup of Bn consisting of braids made by braiding left
n/2 strands(resp. right n/2 strands) among n strands.
Thus LBn is generated byσ1 σ2 , ......, σn/2−1 and RBn
is generated by σn/2−1 , ......, σn−1 . Then we have the
commutative property that for any a ∈ G1 and b ∈ G2 ,
ab = ba. We choose a sufficiently complicated (l + r)braid α ∈ Bl+r .Then following is a one-way function.

• Alice computes to = ao xa−1
o . Then, she sends
the pair (αo , to )to Bob through a secure channel.
0

• Bob checks whether to xo ∼ αo xo . If it is hold,
he accept the key, otherwise reject it.

3.3

Proxy Signature Generation

When the proxy signer Bob signs a document on
behalf of original signer Alice, he computes the following steps.
0

• Bob computes h = H(H1 (to xo )km).
• Bob selects b ∈R Bn and computes α =
−1
bxpb−1 , β = bhb−1 , γ = ba−1
p hap b .
• Bob displays (α, β, γ, to ) as a proxy signature on
the message m

f : G1 × Gn −→ Gn × Gn , f (a, x) = (axa−1 , x).
There is an efficient time algorithm [16] for a given
pair (a, x) to compute axa−1 , but all the known
attacks need exponential time to compute a from
(axa−1 , x). This one-way function is based on the difficulty of conjugacy problem.

3.4

Proxy Signature verification

To verify the proxy signature, a verifier computes
the following steps.
0
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• Verifier computes h = H(H1 (to xo )km).

Review of Verma’s Scheme

• Verifier checks whether α ∼ xp , β ∼ h, γ ∼
0
h, αβ ∼ xp h, αγ ∼ xp h, if it is hold,accept the
signature,otherwise reject it.

This section reviews a proxy signature scheme over
braid group [10]. In this scheme, to sign a message
m ∈ [0, 1]∗ , the original signer Alice delegates his
signing capability to a proxy signer Bob.

3.1

4

Key Generation

Security Analysis of Verma’s Scheme

This section analyzes the security of a proxy signature scheme over braid group. According to Verma,
the proposed scheme satisfies all the security requirements strongly. Moreover, Verma claimed that there
is no effect of the revelation of the delegation pair
on the security of the proposed scheme. we feel that
these claims are not true. In Verma’s scheme,the original signer sends the signing key in the form of a pair
(αo , to )to Bob through a secure channel. The proxy
singer verify the validity of this pair by checking the

Each user u does the following steps.
• Selects a braid xu ∈R Bn such that xu ∈
SSS(xu ) .
• Choose xu , au ∈R RSSBG(xu , d).
0

• Return public key as pk = (xu , xu ) and secret
key sk = a.
3

0

congruence to xo ∼ αo xo . If it is hold, he displays
(α, β, γ, to ) as a proxy signature on the message m. In
the proxy key generation, the value to is kept secret,
while the same value is displayed in the proxy signature (α, β, γ, to ).This is a contradiction in Verma’s
scheme. On the basis of this contradiction, we successfully identifying several interesting forgery attacks
on Verma’s scheme. The following section presents a
security analysis of the Verma’s proposed proxy signature scheme over braid group in detail.

4.1

4.2.1

• The antagonist
pair(αo , to ).

intercept

the

delegation

• The antagonist selects a braid αc ∈R Bn and
computes tc = ac xa−1
c . Then, she replaces the
pair(αo , to )with (αc , tc ) and sends this pair to the
proxy singer Bob.
0

• Bob checks whether tc xc ∼ αc xc . If it is hold,
he accept the key, otherwise reject it. Obviously, This conjugacy relation will hold truly.
It can be seen easily that the delegation pairs
(αo , to ) and (αc , tc ) are statistically indistinguishable. Since,there is also no information about
the original signer in the delegation pair(αo , to )
strictly, therefore the Bob can not determine the
identity of the original signer explicitly.

Misuse of delegation Power

In this scheme, the delegation pair includes neither
the identity information of the proxy signer nor the
limit on delegated messages. The proxy signer can
further delegate the proxy key to someone else who
can also perform the signing operation on behalf of
original signer.In this way,a third party has same signing capability as a designated proxy signer. Furthermore,the delegation pair does not contain any information about the duration period of delegated power. It
means the proxy signer has been selected permanently.
Once a proxy signer selected,then he will remain the
proxy signer forever. The original signer’s delegation power does not contain any information about
the qualification of the messages on which the proxy
signer can sign. The proxy signer can select any message of his choice and then sign it. In these ways,the
proxy signer is able to misuse his delegated signing
capabilities and the original signer can not restrict the
proxy signer for misuse her delegation power. Consequently, in Verma’s scheme, the security requirements
SR1 , SR2 , SR5 , SR6 , SR7 are not satisfied.

4.2

Generation of Fabricated Proxy Key

Now in place of delegation pair (αo , to ),the proxy
signer uses the fabricated delegation pair (αc , tc ). It
can be seen easily that this replacement does not effect
the proxy signature generation and verification phases.

4.3

Proxy Signer Changing Attack

In Verma’s scheme the delegation pair does not include the identity of the proxy signer. In this situation, an interesting attack can be mounted on Verma’s
proposed scheme. In this attack, an antagonist can become the proxy signer in place of a valid proxy signer
Bob. we call this attack proxy signer changing attack.
in this attack, any antagonist Charlie can generate a
valid proxy signature on a message mc of her choice.
Verma claimed that his scheme is still secure even if an
attacker intercept the delegation pair. Again, We prove
that his claim is not true.The following steps prove that
how an antagonist can mount proxy signer attack on
Verma’ s scheme by the interception of the delegation
pair.

Original signer changing attack

In Verma’s proposed scheme there is a need of
secure channel to deliver the delegation information.
Verma claimed that his scheme is still secure even if
an attacker intercept the delegation pair. We observe
that his claim is not true. The following steps prove
that how an antagonist can mount an original signer
attack on Verma’ s scheme by the interception of the
delegation pair.

4.3.1

Generation of Fabricated Proxy signature

• The antagonist
pair(αo , to ).

intercept

the

delegation

• The antagonist Charlie select a message mc of her
choice.
4
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• Charlie computes hc = H(H1 (to xo )kmc )
and selects bc ∈R Bn computes αc =
−1
−1
−1
bc xc b−1
c , βc = bc hbc , γc = bc ap hap bc and
displays (αc , βc , γc , to ) as a fabricated proxy signature on the message mc .

4.3.2
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verification of Fabricated Proxy Signature

To verify the Fabricated proxy signature, a verifier
computes the following steps.
0

• Verifier computes hc = H(H1 (to xo )kmc ).
• Verifier checks whether αc ∼ xc , βc ∼ h, γ ∼
0
h, αc βc ∼ xc h, αc γc ∼ xc h, if it is hold,accept
the signature,otherwise reject it.
Obviously, all the conjugacy relations will hold
truly.
It can be seen easily that the proxy
signature (α, β, γ, to ) and fabricated proxy signature (αc , βc , γc , to ) are statistically indistinguishable.
Since,neither the delegation pair(αo , to ) nor the proxy
signature provide any information about the proxy
signer strictly, therefore the third party can not determine the identity of the proxy signer explicitly. Thus
, the verifier accept the fabricated proxy signature as
proxy signature.

5

Conclusions

This paper presents the security analysis of a proxy
signature scheme over braid groups.The discussion
proves that the proposed scheme does not satisfy the
necessary security requirements:Verifiability, Strong
unforgeability, Proxy Protection, Distinguishability,
Time Constraint, Prevention of misuse. Since, the
delegation pair does not provide sufficient information about the original and proxy signer, therefore the
proposed scheme has serious securities vulnerabilities.
The author claimed that the proposed scheme is still
secure even if the attacker intercept the delegation pair.
This paper proved that this claim is not true and the
proposed scheme is also vulnerable to the misuse of
delegation pair, original signer attack and proxy signer
attack.
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